The fast ignition approach to ICF consists in first compressing the fuel to high density by a suitable driver and then creating the hot spot required for ignition by means of a second external pulse. If the ignition beam is composed of deuterons, an additional energy is delivered to the target with increased energy gain. Therefore ,in this innovative suggestion ,we consider deuterium beams for fast ignition in D+ 3 Hemixture and solve the dynamical balance equations under the available physical conditions by considering a new average reactivity formula ,then we compute the energy gain in this mixture .Our computational results show that we can get energy gain value larger than 4 at resonant temperature (200keV)of D+ 3 Hemixture. We select D+ 3 Hefuel, because D+ 3 Hereaction is very attractive from a theoretical point of view since it does not produced neutrons. The D+ 3 Hebenefits include full-lifetime materials, reduced radiation damage, less activation ,absence of tritium breeding blankets ,highly efficient direct energy conversion, easier maintenance, proliferation resistance.
INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that one of the most difficult problems that a peaceful world will face in the 21th century will be to secure an adequate ,safe ,clean and economical source of energy. One of the source of energy is nuclear fusion. Fusion energy which is the energy source that powers the stars, has its origin in nuclear fusion reactions. Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is the major alternative to magnetic confined fusion. The indirect and direct drive approaches to ICF have been reviewed respectively byLindl et al. (1995 and 2004) [1] and Bodner (1998) [2] . Both rely on implosion of a spherical shell of deuteriumtritium ice with a central core of D+T gas to compress and ignite the fuel at a central hot This article is is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International License. Attribution-NonCommercial (CC BY-NC) license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon work non-commercially, and although the new works must also acknowledge & be noncommercial. spot. Fast ignition (FI) is a newer approach to ICF proposed in outline by Basov et al (1992) [3] and in much fuller detail by Tabak et al. (1994) [4] . Fuel compression and ignition are separated in FI by using a shell of fuel at solid density which is compressed by long pulse beams, together with short duration localized heating and ignition of the compressed fuel by a short pulse laser beam ,as illustrated schematically in Figure1. Figure 1 . The fast ignition concept using implosion of a spherical shell with an inserted hollow cone to provide a path for the ignition laser pulse to generate electrons close to the compressed D+T plasma
The original concept of Tabak et al. assumed the short pulse laser beam would penetrate close to the dense fuel through a laser formed channel in the plasma and that laser generated relativistic electrons would ignite the fuel. Over the past year, there have been several observations of multi-MeV ion beams generated by high-intensity ultra-short laser pulses in the interaction with solid targets [5, [7] [8] [9] . Light ions, similar to electrons, can be generated due to laser-plasma interaction in a target, while a heavy ion beam must be produced by an external driver and transported to the target. In summary ,the fast ignition (FI) mechanism [4] , in which a pellet containing the thermonuclear fuel is first compressed by a nanosecond laser pulse, and then irradiated by an intense "ignition" beam, initiated by a high power picosecond laser pulse, is one of the promising approaches to the realization of the inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The ignition beam could consist of laser-accelerated electrons, protons, heavier ions, or could consist of the laser beam itself. It had been predicted that the FI mechanism would require much smaller overall laser energies to achieve ignition than the more conventional central hot spot approach, and that it could deliver a much higher fusion gain, due to peculiarities of the pressure and density distributions during the ignition. It is clear, however, that interactions of electrons and ions with plasma, and most importantly the energy deposition mechanisms are essentially different. If the ignition beam is composed of deuterons, an additional energy is delivered to the target and increase target energy gain. Therefore, in thepresent studyas a particularly innovative,due to different advantages of D+ 3 He as already mentioned ,we choose the D+ 3 He fuel with an deuteron ignition beam ,under optimum conditions we compute the total energy deposited in the target and dynamically we determine energy gain. We must notice that D+ 3 Hehas different advantages: they include fulllifetime materials, reduced radiation damage, less activation ,absence of tritium breeding blankets ,highly efficient direct energy conversion ,easier maintenance, proliferation resistance .In this direction,the physics of fusion reactions are described in detail in section II. Investigations of total deposited energy due to deuteron beam fast ignition in target fuel are described in section III. Balance equations of deuterium-helium3 mixture and interpretation of numerical obtained results are given in section IV. Finally, from the nature of this theoretical work, discussion and conclusionsare performed.
‫شکل‬ for different fusion reactions of D+ 3 He and D+D. Another important quantity is the reactivity, defined as the probability of reaction per unit time per unit density of target nuclei. In the present simple case, it is just given by the product < >. We have [26] :
Where is the reduced mass, is Boltzmann constant ,T is the temperature and is energyin the center of mass frame. Note that = + ‫د‬ Using data in Table. 1 and inserting equation (1) into equation (2)and integrate on it for D+ 3 He and D+D targets, Figure 3 presents plots of averaged reactivity for D+ 3 He and D+D.By way of comparison Figs.2 with 3 we concluded that the cross section and averaged reactivity of D+ 3 He fusion reaction is greater thanD+D reaction, and< > +3 and < > + are strongly temperature dependent. However, for D+D reaction < > + isminimized. Notice, however, that the resonance temperature ,is the temperature where the probability for occurring fusion is maximized. In this manner, from Figs 3 , it will therefore be recognize that resonant temperature for both D+ 3 He and D+D fusion reactions are approximately 200 and 300keV ,respectively. 
TOTAL DEPOSITED ENERGY DUE TO DEUTERON BEAM FAST IGNITION IN TARGET FUEL
Deuterons have been considered for fast ignition as well [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .Bychenkov et al., considered an accelerated deuteron beam, but decided that deuterons would have too high an energy (7-8 MeV) to form the desired hot spot [11] .However, the recent proton acceleration experiments [17] suggest that the laser and converter foil parameters can be adjusted to achieve ion beams within the desired range of initial energies and spectra with low ∆ for maximum use of the beam. This reopens the door to a consideration of deuteron driven FI. Deuterons would not only provide proven ballistic focusing, but also fuse with the target fuel (both D and 3 He) as they slow down [18] , providing a "bonus" energy gain.
Depending on the target plasma conditions, this added fusion gain can provide a significant contribution [19] .We must notice that the idea of a bonusenergy for first time is presented by Xiaoling Yang and et.al at low temperatures [20] .In this work we elaborate onthis idea, to compute the added energy released as the energetic deuterons interact with the target fuel ions of D+ 3 He in range of temperatures including resonant ones (200keV).This added energy increasesthe total energy gain.We use a modified energy multiplication factor to estimate the bonus energy in terms of the added "hot spot" heating by beam-target fusion reaction for D+ 3 He [18] . The deuteron beam energy deposition range and time are also calculated for this reaction. The F value is the ratio between the fusion energy produced and the ion energy input to the plasma and for D+ 3 He reaction is given by [18] :
where and are, respectively, the average initial energy and the asymptotic thermalized energy of the injected single ion for this reactions. [18, 21, 22] .So ,we consider
where: 
where is the mass of electron and is the mass of the injected ion, both of which are in atomic mass unit (amu).< > is the fusion reactivity for the injected ion I of species k having atomic fraction in the target, ( ) is the corresponding energy released per fusion, and is the target electron temperature [22] .By inserting Eq. (5) is nearly independent of the target density ( 3 ). ln + 3 is the Coulomb logarithm for D+ 3 He reaction.
In the D+ 3 He fusion reaction the products are all energetic charged particles (14.7 3.6 ) based on the binary collision model, the Coulomb logarithm based slowing down process in the background plasma is usually defined as )) only 20% of the fusion energy carried by the alphas is applicable for heating while for the D+D reaction about 63% of the total isapplicable (see reaction c) [20] . Therefore, to prevent confusion, we introduce a new factor to represent the energy multiplication factor for the hot spot heating by the charged particles for D+ 3 He fusion reaction. We have . In summary, the total energy that could be deposited into the target due to combined deuteron ion heating and beam-target fusion for D+ 3 He and D+D , respectively becomes:
(7 − 1) + = 1 + + (7 − 2) so it is seen that plays the role of a"bonus energy" for deuteron driven fast ignition. To avoid confusion, please note that the here is the total energy deposited by the ion beam plus any contribution from its beam-target fusion in the hot spot, but not the total input energy to the target which is often cited in energy studies and represents the total laser compression plus fast ignition energy delivered to the total target ,also the deuteron stopping range and stopping time can be calculated by following equations [20]:
Where, are calculated from Eqs. (5) (8) and (9)for D+ 3 He mixture .These parameters are denoted respectively by, and + ) by increasing temperature from 1 to 200keV increases(see Table. 2). Also ,the value of total energy deposited by increasing deuteron energy in range of 0 to 10000keV increases(see Figure.5 Table. 2). From 
BALANCE EQUATIONS OF DEUTERIUM-HELIUM3 MIXTURE
The following system of equations is used to describe the temporal evolution of plasma parameters averaged over the volume (the density of deuterium ions ,density of helllium-3 ions 3 , density of thermal alpha-particles , plasma energy E ), for D+ 3 He nuclear fusion reaction : , and 3 are the source terms which give us the fuel rates; , , and are the lifetimes of thermal alpha-particles, deuterium and hellium-3, and the energy confinement time, respectively, also the energy of the alpha particles is: = 3.52 = 3.6 × 10 6 × 1.6 × 10 −19 .The radiation loss is given by: = = is the bremsstrahlung radiation coefficients. No explicit evolution equation is provided for the electron density since we can obtain it from the neutrality condition = + 3 +2 , whereas the effective atomic number, the total density and the energy are written as:
where , is the atomic number of the different ions. The fusion energy gain is defined as : ( ) = ( ) , where ( ) is equal to the energy due to the number of occurred fusion reactions in target in terms of time and is the required energy for triggering fusion reactions in hot spot and is equal to 4MJ [24] . Also the fusion power density for D+ 3 Hereaction is given by and ( ) increase. We expect that at this temperature, energy gain and fusion power density are maximized .Therefore ,for the calculation of theseparameters we use of = 3 = 10 24 −3 (see Table. 3). 
CONCLUSION
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